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Introduction 
 
The 2019 Harvard Summit on Excellence in Higher Education convened faculty and 
administrators from a selective group of colleges and universities, to deepen and broaden our 
collective understanding of how to enhance our contributions to the public good. Through 
presentations, panels, and small group discussions, the Summit explored the relationship 
between a liberal arts and sciences undergraduate education and the public good:  What does it 
mean to contribute to the public good? How are we doing this as institutions? How are we 
enabling our students and alumni to contribute to the public good? In this summary, we 
consolidate a number of key issues discussed and lessons learned. 

 
Key Ideas 
 
Although conceptually and logistically difficult, it is valuable to define what we mean by 
‘contributing to the public good.’ A clear definition can establish a common commitment and 
language on our campuses, similar to a mission statement that organizes and motivates our 
work.  Defining the public good may particularly help with communicating to students and the 
public about our contributions.  
 
Examples of possible definitions of the public good discussed at the Summit included: 

● Cultivating caring and committed citizen leaders  
● Fostering a diverse and inclusive community where individuals can participate in 

institutional decision making 
● Developing and sharing knowledge for the betterment of the world 

 
Admittedly, defining ‘contributions to the public good’ into a singular concept is complicated by 
the disjuncture between how different stakeholders conceive the value and purpose of 
universities. For example, Holden Thorp discussed how the stories we share in the public 
sphere about the value of higher education (e.g. creating jobs in the community; conducting 
research that improves human health) are different from the stories we share internally about 
the purpose of higher education (e.g. the inherent value and beauty of knowledge generation). 
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While we might not all agree on a singular definition, there are common themes among 
the types of capabilities that prepare students to contribute to the public good.  For 
example, there was much discussion of the importance of grappling with ethical issues, the 
capacity to understand diverse perspectives and change one’s mind, and the value of feeling 
that one has agency in the world and can advocate for important issues.  Using findings from a 
comparative study of campuses with greater political engagement, Nancy Thomas noted that 
students from these campuses learned to engage in complex discussions – from framing 
issues, to listening to different perspectives, to finding common ground.  Many speakers 
stressed the value of being able to engage in challenging conversations. Paula Johnson 
described one of Wellesley’s efforts in this area: workshops that bring together students with 
divergent views. Similarly, Howard Gardner introduced the concept of Higher Education Capital 
(HEDCAP), a broad measure that includes capacities such as an individual’s ability to engage 
with others and make connections across domains of knowledge. 
 
There are many ways that academic work can engage with the community.  For example, 
in Lynne Steuerle Schofield’s statistics course at Swarthmore, students partner with community 
organizations to analyze real data sets, providing actionable insights to these partners. 
Similarly, at Olin College, students are tasked with designing a solution to a real-world problem. 
Students talk to community members, learn what some of their challenges are, design a 
potential solution to one of the challenges, and then collaborate with various stakeholders to 
iteratively develop prototypes.  At Rice, students in the applied humanities connect with the local 
and global community as they examine issues ranging from climate change to medicine.  And at 
Yale, high school students in a summer program run by Bryan Garsten relate philosophy and 
history to pressing issues in their own city. 
 
Engagement with the community brings many benefits: 

● When students solve real problems for community partners, they are more invested in 
their education and feel empowered that they can make a difference. 

● Students grapple with authentic ethical dilemmas, preparing them for the challenges that 
lie ahead of them. 

● These activities build relationships with community members who may feel disconnected 
from the university.  Students learn to be empathetic listeners, as they learn what is 
important to the organizations or individuals. 

● Furthermore, speakers described a range of skills that students learn when they develop 
public-facing assignments, including the ability to communicate with a broad audience.  

 
Engaging with the public good requires contributions from a wide range of disciplines. 
In her discussion of the applied humanities programs at Rice, Caroline Levander stressed the 
value of connecting the humanities with what are often considered STEM challenges, such as 
climate change or human health; in order to solve important challenges, we need to pay 
attention to ethics, beliefs, values, and history.  Bryan Garsten also reflected on the benefits of 
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the humanities in helping us synthesize and make sense of the world.  Drawing on research on 
the future of work, Michele Weise stressed the necessity of both scientific and humanistic 
learning for solving tomorrow’s problems. 

 
We can prepare students to contribute to the public good by offering a variety of public 
service opportunities before, during, and after college.  As Rakesh Khurana and Mark 
Gearan discussed, Harvard has recently created a summer public service program for 
matriculating students, and is exploring ways to encourage a year of service after students 
graduate.  Engaging in service can unite people across differences - political and other. 
 
There are many issues that complicate our commitment to the public good.  The 
increasing cost of higher education, increasing economic inequality, decreasing 
intergenerational mobility, and increasing political divisiveness: these challenges put into 
question question whether we are gatekeepers or pathways of opportunity.  These challenges 
make the public wonder whether we are really contributing to the public good. 
 
There are also concerns that higher education has become inaccessible. For example, Bridget 
Terry Long shared her experiences researching financial aid policies, noting that the higher 
education system is so complicated that we are often charged with obfuscating.  Nonetheless, 
she noted that we can do a better job of sharing the progress we are making in creating 
strategies to increase access and retention. 
 
There are also increasing concerns about students’ mental health on campus. It is incumbent on 
us to create campuses where students feel connected and a sense of belonging, and where 
their mental health needs are addressed. Fostering a campus environment like this makes it 
possible for students to succeed and enables them to contribute to the public good in the ways 
that we hope. 
 
We cannot do this work alone.  We need to elevate the work of a broad range of colleges and 
universities, beyond elite institutions.  Lawrence Bacow expressed the need to increase our 
partnerships with large public universities and community colleges, the institutions that are 
doing the most to increase access to higher education. This will allow us to create a network of 
partners that build a movement towards contributing to the public good. 
 
We need to diversify our advocates.  Paula Johnson noted that we have let others tell our 
story for us, rather than narrating our own stories.  Lawrence Bacow suggested that one way to 
do this is by asking students and alumni to share their own transformative learning experiences 
and discuss how what is happening on our campuses is so influential for the world.  

 
How do we measure our progress towards enhancing our contributions to the public 
good?  What are the indicators that we should be using? What are the measures that we can 
administer on our own campus?  For example, Nancy Thomas shared The National Study of 
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Learning, Voting, and Engagement, where institutions can learn about the level of political 
participation on their campuses broken down by demographics. 
 
Are we using the public good primarily as a foil for the betterment of our students, or are 
we seriously looking for impact in the public sphere? In his closing remarks, Robert Lue 
challenged participants to examine our broader visions and theories of change. What is it that 
we’re after? Are we focused on substantive and measurable impact in the public sphere? 
Alternatively, are service and the civics-oriented components of the curriculum designed to 
enhance the learning and motivation of our students? The latter approach focuses on a 
well-documented way to increase student motivation through socially-engaged learning, but 
often fails to produce lasting positive change in the communities that are engaged. A hard look 
at the metrics we use to measure success must integrate our objectives for our students with 
those co-developed with local communities and organizations. For us to do otherwise risks 
merely tinkering around the edges of our students’ academic and moral development. 
 
Reflection 
 
While every campus is at a different place in the journey to enhance our contributions to the 
public good, it was heartening to observe a shared commitment to doing this work. Ultimately 
this year’s Summit on Excellence in Higher Education gave us much to think about and to pilot 
on our home campuses. We hope that the Summit is only the beginning; we hope that enduring 
connections, lines of inquiry, and action plans were forged such that we can together realize our 
aspirations to improve our contributions to the public good. 
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